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Evolution of Transition Management

LEGACY MANAGER(S) TARGET MANAGER(S)

LIQUIDATIONS

To raise cash

From To

Transition management is a group of activities dedicated to 

help restructure assets in a cost- and time-effective manner.

INTERIM INVESTMENT 
SOLUTIONS 

To maintain appropriate market 
exposure

ALLOCATION CHANGES

Across multiple managed accounts

MANAGER CHANGES

Within the same asset class
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A Theory of Market Volatility

1. Periods of stability lead to increased risk taking. 

2. In a low risk environment, market participants take on increasingly 

speculative positions and utilize more leverage.

3. Eventually borrowers’ cash flow is no longer sufficient to service their debt.  

Often, interest rates are rising at this point.

4. Borrowers start to liquidate their positions to cover their loans, credit 

tightens, and asset values collapse.  This is known as a “Minsky moment”.

5. Once a Minsky moment is reached and assets are sold down, the market 

returns to a low risk environment and the cycle begins anew.

Minsky’s theory suggests that market volatility, a measure of risk, is cyclical 

as well.  Periods of stability would exhibit periods of low volatility, but as risk 

increases so too does volatility.

Hyman Minsky’s Financial Instability Hypothesis: Business cycles 

are not the result of external shocks but rather the result of normal 

dynamics inherent to capitalism as participants seek efficient use 

of capital and compete for returns.
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There are three key factors that drive intraday volatility. At the 

outset of every transition, Northern Trust evaluates these risks as 

part of the pre-trade process and develops a unique strategy 

designed to help mitigate the tracking error from these risks.

Drivers of Intraday Volatility

Market (Systematic) Risk

Overall Market Exposure

Common Factor Risk

Exposure to Subgroups

Security-Specific Risk

Exposure to Individual
Securities

Key Drivers:

 Portfolio beta

 Cash holdings

 Changes in 
benchmark

 Sector

 Style

 Country

 Currency

 Capitalization, etc

Key Drivers:
 Portfolio concentration

 Size of holdings

 Stock-specific news

Key Drivers:

1.

2.

3.
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Illustration of Intraday Volatility (Large Cap Core Transition)
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Portfolio Disparity

This intraday performance example shows how tracking error 

manifests itself over the course of a single day.

Key Performance Explanations:
 Target portfolio had higher beta (1.08 versus 0.97) and slightly less cash

 Target portfolio had more exposure to financials, which were strong (up 3.3%) on the day

 Legacy portfolio overweight utilities (up 1.5%), which were not as strong at end of day

 Verizon (in target portfolio) announced earnings pre-open; open down but rebounded

Note: Intraday volatility may also be impacted by information leakage 

and market impact, which is not contemplated in this case study.
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Potential Victims Involved with Asset Restructuring Events

Legacy Fund(s)

Valuation Agent Third Party 

Lending Agent

Target Fund(s) 

Custodian

Target Fund(s)

Consultant Client’s Custodian Transition Manager

Prime Broker

Performance 

Analytics

Legacy Fund(s) 

Custodian

Recordkeeper

Target Manager(s)
Legacy 

Manager(s)

Client / Plan 

Sponsor
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Activities Outside the Scope of Transition Management

If transition activity includes…

 Cash trades or movement of cash

 A pare-back of assets from an existing 
manager

 Simultaneous change of custodian

 Change in legal ownership or plan structure

 Change in beneficial ownership

 Documentation re: movement of global 
securities

If the legacy portfolio contains…

 Limited partnerships or hedge funds

 Mutual or commingled funds

 Global Securities

 Mortgage TBA’s (new issues)

 Futures or other derivatives

 Unitization or pooling of assets

OR

Asset restructures often involve more than just trading, 

and Transition Managers offer varying levels of service. 

Understanding the scope of their service, and exactly 

what they will be responsible for, is critical.

…then the service requirements may be outside of what is normally 

provided by the standard transition management model.
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Case Study

Halloween Rebalancing
Moving Mountains and Managing Risk
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Your Halloween Rebalancing

“Yesterday we murdered our old asset allocation.  It’s a total mess, money is lying 

all over the place.  We need to shovel $330 million dollars into 6 investments 

managers before the pensioners emerge from their graves!  If we don’t get this 

done by the end of the month we might never wake up from this nightmare.  Oh, 

and performance delays, accounting delays, and hockey masks terrify us.  

We’re not sure we need a transition manager here.”

The phone call…
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Getting Started…

Challenge Scenario 1

Being prepared: 

Garlic and Mirrors
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Keys to a Successful Transition

1. Being prepared to move quickly.

Do you have the pieces in place to facilitate a transition without delay?

 Establish a relationship with a transition manager.

Maintain an on-going legal agreement with that transition manager to have in place.

 Have a transition account open.

Maintain a transition account ready for trading, including global markets as necessary.

 Ensure all necessary legal documents are in place.

Decide what your target portfolio is before terminating a manager.

Ensure new investment manager/fund agreements have been agreed upon and are signed 

(or close to it).

 Interim strategies, if necessary, when no target managers have been hired.

Potential solutions include: 

 Index funds, Exchange Traded Funds, Futures, and Temporary Management

Particularly useful to exit a managed portfolio that is suffering or where there is key 

personnel turnover.

When transitioning assets, effective risk management starts with:
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Communicating…

Challenge 2

Articulate Scope: 

from Dusk through 
Dawn
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Keys to a Successful Transition

1. Being prepared to move quickly.

 Do you have the pieces in place to facilitate a transition without delay?

2. Building a “Road Map”.

 Detail out where you are coming from (legacy)and where you want to go (target)

 Decide between percentages or a plug – With assets moving daily, it is 

impossible to hit exact dollar amounts for all target portfolios.  

When transitioning assets, effective risk management starts with:
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Halloween Case Study Road Map

Legacy Manager Name

Account 

Type Asset Type Action Sale

Skull & Bones Advisors SMA US EQ Termination ($21,000,000)

Freddy Krueger Partners CF Global EQ Termination ($161,000,000)

Vampires & Bats LLC MF US EQ Termination ($63,000,000)

Crypt Keeper Investments SMA US FI Pare back ($72,000,000)

Witches and Brooms LP CF US FI Termination ($12,000,000)

TOTAL LEGACY ($329,000,000)

Target Manager Name

Account 

Type Asset Type Action Purchase

Superman Investment  Mgmt. SMA US EQ New funding $125,000,000 

Indiana Jones Inc. SMA US EQ Add'l funding $14,000,000 

Ironman & Co. SMA Global EQ New funding $50,000,000 

Wonderwoman Fund Advisors MF Global FI Add'l funding $20,000,000 

Captain America  Asset Mgmt. MF US FI Add'l funding $35,000,000 

Anything w/ Brad Pitt Advisors CF US EQ New funding $70,000,000 

Cash to be raised* CASH cash Inkind Funding $15,000,000 

TOTAL TARGET $329,000,000 

* Cash is for benefit payments that must be paid at end of the month.
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Identifying Risk…

Challenge Scenario 3

Plan of Action: 

Silver Bullet and 
Wooden Stake
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Keys to a Successful Transition

1. Being prepared to move quickly.

Do you have the pieces in place to facilitate a transition without delay?

2. Building a “Road Map”.

Detail out where you are coming from (legacy)and where you want to go (target)

Decide between percentages or a plug – With assets moving daily, it is impossible 

to hit exact dollar amounts for all target portfolios.  

3. Identifying the broad issues that you will face in your transition.

 Does your transition contain unusual areas of risk that need to be considered?   

 Identify what is unusual or unknown about this transition.

 What impact will this have on reporting / performance?

When transitioning assets, effective risk management starts with:
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Halloween Case Study Road Map

Legacy Manager Name

Account 

Type Asset Type Action Sale

Skull & Bones Advisors SMA US EQ Termination ($21,000,000)

Freddy Krueger Partners CF Global EQ Termination ($161,000,000)

Vampires & Bats LLC MF US EQ Termination ($63,000,000)

Crypt Keeper Investments SMA US FI Pare back ($72,000,000)

Witches and Brooms LP CF US FI Termination ($12,000,000)

TOTAL LEGACY ($329,000,000)

Target Manager Name

Account 

Type Asset Type Action Purchase

Superman Investment  Mgmt. SMA US EQ New funding $125,000,000 

Indiana Jones Inc. SMA US EQ Add'l funding $14,000,000 

Ironman & Co. SMA Global EQ New funding $50,000,000 

Wonderwoman Fund Advisors MF Global FI Add'l funding $20,000,000 

Captain America  Asset Mgmt. MF US FI Add'l funding $35,000,000 

Anything w/ Brad Pitt Advisors CF US EQ New funding $70,000,000 

Cash to be raised* CASH cash Inkind Funding $15,000,000 

TOTAL TARGET $329,000,000 

* Cash is for benefit payments that must be paid at end of the month.
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Manager Terminations: Planning for Investment Change

Q: What is last trade date / termination date?

 Fiduciary responsibility of an investment manager usually includes trading, obtaining good 

settlement, voting corporate action and proxy activity.   

 Confirm any advance notification requirements within the Investment Management Agreement

Q: Are there any unusual types of securities that may influence last trade date / 

termination date?

 Derivatives (and related margin), swaps, currency forwards or mortgage TBA’s need to be 

contemplated in direction to manager. Will they be closed?   Will the new target manager / 

transition manager assume?  These factors may influence the timing of last trade date.

Q: Who is the investment fiduciary once the manager has been terminated?

 Custody / Trust Agreements usually determine who the “default” investment fiduciary is within 

any gaps between investment fiduciaries.  Clearly define when the transition manager / target 

manager will assume investment responsibility for the assets to determine any gaps the client 

may be responsible for.

Q: Have you notified your custodian?

 The custodian will complete a reconciliation with the terminated manager before a hand-off of 

the portfolio to the next investment fiduciary.

Here are the key questions to pose when terminating an 

investment management relationship:
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Commingled Funds: Understand Their Restrictions

Q: What are the funding / redemption options?

 Funding and redemption of funds can be completed with cash or securities. Certain funds may 
give you the choice of either cash or in-kind with securities, but more commonly a fund will permit 
only one option or the other. Much depends upon the size of funding and assets involved.

Q: Are there any charges or costs that I will incur related to my purchase or sale of the commingled 
fund?

 Some commingled funds charge trading costs back to their clients.

Q: Are there any timelines or deadlines that I need to be aware of?

 Oftentimes, commingled funds have will have notification deadlines.

 Some funds are only monthly or quarterly valued, which provides fewer .

Q: What is the fund settlement date?

 Often times, commingled funds settle on T+1. This means that cash or securities must be provided 
the day after purchase/sale and can present a liquidity crunch since most equities and bonds 
settle T+3.

 Some funds require prefunding.  In these instances, the cash must be presented before purchase.

Q: For in-kind funding or redemption, what will the in-kind security list look like?

 Fund managers generally have discretion as to how to receive or deliver assets to / from their funds.  
The in-kind asset list could either be pro-rata or adjusted manually by the portfolio manager.

Here are the key questions to ask your incoming or outgoing 

commingled fund manager:
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Manager Parebacks: Dividing Assets in a Live Environment

Q: How will you arrive at the exact value for the pareback?

 The intended reduction amount can be either based on a MV or percent.

 This would be aligned with the methodology used to determine the legacy / target mapping.

Q: Will you give the investment manager have discretion over the asset selection 

process?

 The investment manager can use either a pro-rata or optimized approach in the asset selection 

process.  Be clear about what approach the manager should use to avoid an opportunity for the 

manager to give up undesirable assets or use as a rebalancing opportunity.

Q: How can you prevent the pareback from having a detrimental impact on daily 

trading by the manager? 

 Determine a valuation date and communicate to manager, custodian, and transition manager.

 Similar to a manager termination, a change in investment fiduciary requires the custodian to 

complete a reconciliation.  The custodian and manager will have to work closely to complete 

the reconciliation on a more expedited basis so as to not disrupt trading while assets are being 

moved from the account.

Here are the key questions to reduce risk when paring back or 

drawing down asset managers:
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Global vs Domestic

Q: Does your custodian have the necessary global accounts open?

 Foreign markets require local accounts to be opened in advance of trading and 
settlement.  Opening these account can take longer in many countries.

 Local sub-custody accounts are necessary for:

Settlement of an in-kind redemption from a Global fund

Trading initiated by a transition manager

Trading initiated by a target manager

 Other arrangements (ADR’s or cash in lieu) can be made to facilitate markets which 
cannot be opened in time. 

Q: Are there any tax consequence that need to be addressed?

 A change in legal ownership of securities requires the contemplation of Change in 
Beneficial Ownership (CBO) to determine if stamp tax is applicable in the UK, Ireland, 
and Hong Kong. 

 The tax with the most significant impact is UK related markets; 50 bps on the overall 
UK market value.

 The applicability of stamp tax is specifically related to the interpretation of the Inland 
Revenue Guidelines.  It’s important to consult with a subject matter expert on this 
topic to thoroughly understand all options.  

The following are important questions to consider when dealing 

with non-US securities:
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Fixed Income vs Equity

Q: What is unusual about fixed income securities that needs to be considered?

 Many fixed income securities have variable payment options such as principal pre-

payments or delinquencies on mortgage- and asset-backed securities.

Q: How can securities with paydown activity effect my transition?

 Free movement (transferring assets between accounts) requires original and current 

face. Custodian adjust current fact upon receipt of the paydown; investment managers 

adjust current face once factors are posted. It’s important the manage responsible for the 

reconciliation with the custodian understands this difference.

 Timing around paydown dates can cause reconciliation challenges between Custodian 

and Investment Managers.

 Trades may need to be adjusted when new factors come out later in the month.

These questions can help identify challenges that may exist with 

fixed income securities that don’t exist with equities:
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Plan for Liquidity

Q: What are your liquidity needs as part of the transition?

 Identify cash needs. These could be target funding requirements or future 

cash flows including benefit payments or cash disbursements.

Q: Could there be any mismatches in the settlement dates between 

legacy funding sources and target portfolios?

 Especially critical to verify settlement cycle with fund vehicles and derivatives 

are involved.

 Settle cycles vary among different countries and security types.

Q: Is there any potential leverage when employing cash?

 If trade dates on the legacy and target are the same, the initial trade amount 

will be an estimate and a subsequent true up will be required.

 Some fund managers will require pre-funding (i.e. settlement is on or before 

trade date) and will need additional planning.

It is critical to anticipate and plan for liquidity during a transition.  

Watch for the following:
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Defined Contribution Plans – What’s different?

Q: Do you expect any participant activity during the restructure?

Careful liquidity planning can eliminate the need for a blackout period from a transition 

management perspective.

Q: Will this change effect a single participant option and/or a unitized pool?

Changes facilitated in-kind may require a transition manager. The transition management 

account(s) will become part of the participant option / unitized pool(s) until target has been 

completed.   

Close coordination between the transition manager and custodian /valuation agent is 

required for the timely capture of trade details.  

Q: How will the final trade / termination be communicated?

Normal process to facilitate participant directed daily trade/flow information may not apply. 

Confirm  protocol with legacy fund / manager.

Q: Will this change effect the Recordkeeper?

 If participant flows are to be redirected to a different source, the recordkeeper will be required 

to make changes accordingly.  This may influence the decision for a blackout period.  

Here are the top additional questions unique to Defined Contribution 

Plans to ask when managing a transition for a DC plan:
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Assigning…

Challenge Scenario 4

Clearly Define Roles / Responsibilities:

The Strongman, The 
Holy Man, 

and the Screamer
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Keys to a Successful Transition

1. Being prepared to move quickly.

Do you have the pieces in place to facilitate a transition without delay?

2. Building a “Road Map”.

Detail out where you are coming from (legacy)and where you want to go (target)

Decide between percentages or a plug – With assets moving daily, it is impossible to hit 

exact  dollar amounts for all target portfolios.  

3. Identifying the broad issues that you will face in your transition.

Does your transition contain unusual areas of risk that need to be considered? 

Identify what is unusual or unknown about this transition.

4. Clearly Defining Roles / Responsibilities

Which party(ies) are responsible for determining settlement type, coordinating timing and 

operational requirements / limitations between legacy through target?

Consider potential gaps in operational risk (process) versus market risk (investment 

responsibility).

Do you need a transition manager and what role will they play?

When transitioning assets, effective risk management starts with:
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Common Transition Scenarios

LEGACY MANAGER(S) TARGET MANAGER(S)
RESTRUCTURE

ACTIVITY

From To

Scenario Legacy Redemption Target Funding TM Req’d?

1 Cash Cash No

2 Securities Securities Yes

3 Securities Cash Yes

4 Cash Securities Yes

5 Fund units Fund units No
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Directing…

Challenge Scenario 5

Proper Direction…

…and Execution
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Keys to a Successful Transition

1. Being prepared to move quickly.

Do you have the pieces in place to facilitate a transition without delay?

2. Building a “Road Map”.

Detail out where you are coming from (legacy)and where you want to go (target)

Decide between percentages or a plug – With assets moving daily, it is impossible to hit 

exact  dollar amounts for all target portfolios.  

3. Identifying the broad issues that you will face in your transition.

Does your transition contain unusual areas of risk that need to be considered? 

Identify what is unusual or unknown about this transition.

4. Clearly Defining Roles / Responsibilities

Which party(ies) are responsible for determining settlement type, coordinating timing and 

operational requirements/limitations between legacy through target?

Consider potential gaps in operational risk (process) versus market risk (investment 

responsibility).

5. Providing Proper Direction so All Parties can Execute According to Plan:  

Required directions / instructions to facilitate agreed upon settlement, timing, appointments 

for all parties involved legacy through target by appropriate authorized party(ies)

When transitioning assets, effective risk management starts with:
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For More Information

To learn more about managing transitions, please contact Northern Trust Transition Management at 

312-557-5173 or email ntgi_transition_management@ntrs.com.

This report is provided for informational purposes only for Institutional Clients. Any reference to specific securities 

in this report does not constitute an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell those securities or any other security or 

commodity. The information in this report has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy 

and completeness are not guaranteed. Any opinions expressed herein are subject to change at any time without 

notice. Any person relying upon this information shall be solely responsible for the consequences of such 

reliance. Based upon varying considerations, the management of individual accounts by Northern Trust Global 

Investments may differ from the recommendations herein. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Products offered through Northern Trust Securities, Inc. are not FDIC insured, not guaranteed by any bank, and 

are subject to investment risk including loss of principal amount invested. This communication is for informational 

purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument or 

as an official confirmation of any transaction. All market prices, data and other information are not warranted as to 

completeness or accuracy and are subject to change without notice. Northern Trust Securities, Inc. is a member 

of the FINRA / SIPC and a wholly owned subsidiary of Northern Trust Corporation. Any attached research reports 

containing the Northern Trust logo or trademark were prepared solely by employees of Northern Trust 

Investments, N.A., an affiliate of Northern Trust Securities, Inc. 

Northern Trust Global Investments (NTGI) comprises Northern Trust Investments, N.A., Northern Trust Global 

Investments Limited, Northern Trust Global Investments Japan, K.K., the Investment adviser division of The 

Northern Trust Company and Northern Trust Global Advisors, Inc. and its subsidiaries to offer investment 

products and services to personal and institutional markets.

IRS Circular 230 Notice:  To the extent that this message or any attachment concerns tax matters, it is not 

intended to be used and cannot be used by a taxpayer for the purposes of avoiding penalties that may be 

imposed by law.  For more information about this notice, see http://www.northerntrust.com/circular230.

Not FDIC Insured / May lose value / No bank guarantee

http://www.northerntrust.com/circular230
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